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Today in luxury:

Anna Wintour Vogue exit rumors swirl before daughter's wedding

Maybe it's  the hot weather in the U.S. and Europe, or her daughter's upcoming wedding on Saturday, but speculation
about Anna Wintour's exit from Vogue, and even her possible successor, has reached a crescendo louder than a tea
kettle on full boil, reports Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire story on Women's Wear Daily

5 emerging markets for luxury real estate in North America

For homebuyers today, luxury doesn't necessarily equate to price point often it is  actually quite personal. Luxury can
be more time at home with family, proximity to friends and loved ones or convenience in terms of amenities and
features, per Forbes.

Click here to read the entire story on Forbes

Is Chinese demand for luxury leather goods the source of global shortages in quality hides?

China's economic rise has helped drive an unprecedented boom in luxury leather goods. That is leaving many
fashion and accessories brands scrambling either for products to meet the seemingly insatiable demand or for
ethical alternatives to leather, says South China Morning Post.

Click here to read the entire story on South China Morning Post

Sell Tesla: Wall Street pulls out the rarest of ratings for Musk
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Elon Musk is on Twitter scolding news organizations for quoting analysts with a bearish view of Tesla Inc. There
are a lot to choose from, according to Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire story on Bloomberg
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